CALL FOR CHAPTERS

TOURISM AND COLLABORATIVE CONSUMPTION
Perspectives, Politics, Policies and Prospects

D. Dredge and S. Gyimóthy (eds.)
Department of Culture and Global Studies, Aalborg University, Denmark

This call for chapters is for a new book in the forthcoming Springer Series Tourism on the Verge edited by Pauline J. Sheldon and Daniel R. Fesenmaier. See http://www.springer.com/series/13605

About the book

The Springer Series Tourism on the Verge is edgy, it pushes the conceptual envelope, it is future oriented and it addresses deeply complex and challenging issues. This proposed addition to the series will rise to the challenge. Tourism and Collaborative Consumption: Perspectives, Politics, Policies and Prospects takes an interdisciplinary, cross-sectoral lens to explore the collaborative dynamics that are disrupting, re-creating and transforming processes of tourism production and consumption. It also explores the way that governments, industry and the new public sphere – global civil society, networks and governance – are dealing with these transcendental changes to create and re-create capacities to innovate, control and manage tourism.

During the first decade of the 21st century, a whole new array of global networked consumer practices arose, bypassing key intermediaries, industrial stakeholder constellations and preferred policy measures entrenched in traditional industrial models of tourism. House swapping, ridesharing, voluntourism, couchsurfing, dinner hosting and similar phenomena epitomize emergent collective innovations in tourism that are shaking the very bedrock of an industrial system that has been traditionally sustained along commercial value chains. A range of social, economic and technological factors has fuelled the collaborative economy. These include a shift away from ownership towards temporary access (or sharing) of goods; lower transaction costs between producers and consumers; direct host-guest relationships that contribute to a higher level of perceived authenticity of tourism experiences; and higher levels of consumer risk-taking. The boundaries between commercial and social aspects of tourism are increasingly blurred, with these new relationships thriving on trust, responsibility, participation and empowerment. There is also evidence that the rise of collaborative consumption has been fueled by values associated with conscious consumption and sustainable citizenship. These developments are explicitly and implicitly disrupting, transforming and re-creating tourism in a myriad of ways creating alternative tourism systems.

To date there has been limited investigation into the character, depth and breadth of these disruptions and the creative opportunities for tourism that are emerging from these shifts. This book provides this platform,
and in doing so, provides both theoretical and practical insights into the future of tourism in a world that is, paradoxically, both increasingly collaborative and individualized.

This call for chapters targets theoretical, conceptual and applied chapter manuscripts. Issues that may be explored in chapter submissions may include:

- Theoretical and conceptual explorations of tourism and the collaborative economy
- Characteristics, extent and impacts of the sharing economy, P2P and collaborative consumption
- Collaborative production, value creation mechanisms and constellations
- Technologies in collaborative consumption
- Collaborative economies and sustainable citizenship in tourism
- Sharable cities/destinations
- The role and institutionalization of trust in the tourism sharing economy (peer to peer and mediated transactions)
- Collaborative economy tourism entrepreneurs
- Industry and peak body responses to the tourism collaborative economy
- Regulatory approaches to tourism collaborative consumption
- The politics of collaborative consumption
- Impacts of the sharing economy on, for example, transport accommodation, hospitality, services and intermediaries
- Community responses to collaborative consumption
- Trust, responsibility, participation and empowerment
- Future of the collaborative economy

Our focus in this book is to theorize the nature, character and operation of the collaborative economy and its impact on tourism, to explore the perspectives of and relationships among traditional and non-traditional stakeholders. We seek to examine the way that governments, industry and the new public sphere can and are responding to such challenges. The book will investigate what these changes mean for the future of tourism as a set of social, economic, cultural, environmental and political practices.

If you are interested in submitting a chapter, please email Dianne Dredge (ddredge@cgs.aau.dk) and Szilvia Gyimóthy gyimothy@cgs.aau.dk with a brief (300 word max) expression of interest by 11th February.

**Key dates:**

- Call for Chapters: 12th January 2015
- Intention to submit a proposal: 11th February 2015
- Extended abstract/outline due: 10th April 2015
- Draft chapters due: 1st August 2015
- Final chapters due: 1st November 2015

**About the Series**

This book series discusses essential aspects of tourism and hospitality, including events and experiences, transportation and mobility, education, technology and society, as well as the nature and role of tourism and hospitality in both the private and public sectors. It will include volumes that reveal tourism’s position with regard to the rest of society, as well as others that address tourism’s capability to transform the economic structure, the environment, and the social and cultural fabric of a given destination. This series seeks to push the conceptual envelope in these areas, has a strongly future-looking orientation and favours publications that pursue a values-based, responsible approach. The series is especially intended for researchers, doctoral students and advanced practitioners.